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CALGARY, Alberta -- Diamond hawker De Beers now has an office in this Canada
city.
It opened in early July, and CanAlaska Uranium's Peter Dasler stopped there in
between viewings with his wife, Jackie, at the Calgary Stampede.

Many of our TCR audience of 700 subscribers know Mr. Dasler of New Zealand as
senior-citizen CEO of CanAlaska Uranium.

Thanks to Peter Dasler and his associates, fellow senior geologist Karl Schimann and
younger financier John Gomez in British Columbia, I started a CanAlaska stock market
position in late 2015. It was a quintuple. Pas mal for a uranium stock that has more or
less only two or three actionable uranium stocks on the globe this year (and last):
NexGen Energy, Fission Uranium ... CanAlaska.
Still, who knows CanAlaska Diamonds? Were diamonds moving the uranium staker's
shares the whole time? Well, Mr. Dasler calls to tell me just a wee bit.
After Peter Dasler's call to TCR's Calandra paragraph factory in California just now, I
decided to purchase another few carats of CVV shares; that is the ticker in Canada;
CVVUF is the one over the counter in the USA. Mr. Dasler talks a lot of geology about
kimberlites and volcanic vents.
This is one special situation where I like the claims map from these potential
kimberlites as much as a I do the stock chart -- the OTC USD version or the Canada one
-- no matter.

CanAlaska's diamond claims in the western Athabasca Basin look like they will see
exploratory drilling within days.
De Beers, which now has an official Canada unit to do the hiring, the firing, the mapping
and the surveying, is the partner. De Beers has three diamond mines in Canada. One is
"asleep" right now. They are listed here.
De Beers is processing samples and completing an airborne magnetics" survey of
kimberlite targets. Peter and Karl believe that beneath a few meters of sand and gravel,
the diamond giant will pull some carrots out of a hat. Carats, that is. The two partners
siezed fresh Canada geophysical surveys logged publicly a few years ago, then played
matchmaker in the uranium rich basin of lakes, sludge and prairie dogs.

If you haven't seen it, here's coverage of Canada's first diamond rush 25 years
ago https://youtu.be/1Ud9x4_o5os. Way up there in folksy little Yellowknife in the NW
Territories.
Peter and his team are on my Can-do list. They belong to the TCR Network. Just as
importantly, they have turned CVV shares into a fine instrument of profit for me and for
our audience in what is a poor market for uranium prices.
The shares are taking a breather, and this is why I just bought about $2,500 worth USD.
I will add another $2,500 to the CVV/CVVUF pile after this goes out. Diamonds at the
basin. One of these days, I will make a killing in diamonds. I thought it was going to be
Sierra Leone -- ouch! (Yes, I still own that AIM-traded diamond developer. It must rise
25x for me to get back my money and time.)
Just maybe I already have made a killing with this uranium staker and thus far,
successful vendor of jont ventures and Canada mineral properties, but I don't know it?
CanAlaska?
Buy some shares -- they are 88 cents CAD right now; if CanAlaska's team, with the fire
power of De Beers' drilling, prove out a few diamond dikes beneath the sand and in
some cases, marshland and shallow waters in the western basin on the border of Alberta
and Saskatchewan provinces, we'll be richer for it.

-- In one blow: Well, not seven in one blow just yet, but getting there. The king in that
Mickey Mouse cartoon -- I love that line: "Bring him here."
I guess it can pour when a Mickey Mouse tailor reigns as lord of the flies. Anything is
possible:
1. Eurasian Minerals shares rise almost 30 percent after Russia's prime minister
allows for its foreign stake in one of the world's largest copper (with gold) deposits.
EMXX in USA and EMX in Canada; the shares will double from here in short order and
this is still less than a $160 million USD company. How can that be? Just watch. I own a
ton of the royalty generator, which is based in Colorado. Some of my friends in the

business of owning large stakes in tiny companies say this is a $10 stock masquerading
as a $1 one. I am staying put until EMXX reaches at least $4 USD.
2. Exact Sciences: Wow. That one just popped its cork. Up $3 to $17 something USD
with 30 million shares changing hands. The official reason is that the maker of a colon
cancer diagnostic DNA test reported a nifty gain in quarterly sales. The real reason is
that EXAS (NASDAQ ticker) will be getting offers for its now insur-able colon polyp test
and its other potential cancer diagnostics -- offers that have to surpass $2 billion. I own
it. Thanks to our Florida strategist again -- Anthony Giallourakis. Tony also gave us
our yen-Swiss franc indicator of future gold prices and he gave us the heads-up
on TiVo, which is merging with ROVI.
3. CanAlaska, as mentioned, belongs to that rains/pours haiku.
4. Set to surge here, now that most of the shares that were easily purchased are now
out of reach: X-Tra Gold Resources, which is drilling out for a million or two ounces of
gold at the Kibi in Ghana. XTG in Canada and XTGRF in USA.
5, 6 & 7 -- Wait for it.
-- THOM CALANDRA [SEEING CEO of Alamos Gold shortly here Tuesday.]
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